=_cŝ EN]_cΝ;_bdN Xc TN]_ec T_b WXc
e^Q_]`b_]XcX^V N^R X^RSTNdXVNP[S g_bZ _^
PSWN[T _T dWS `S_`[S _T 7Ncd GX]_b gW_ gSbS
PbedN[[i X^fNRSR Pi <^R_^ScXN X^  Ͷ @ec[X]
JScd GX]_b PSQN]S `Nbd _T <^R_^ScXN X^  
gWX[S 7Ncd GX]_b cSdd[SR X^   Pi dWS
C_bdeVeScS gXdW N RXTTSbS^d [N^VeNVS bS[XVX_^
N^R Qecd_]c bS]NX^SR N Q_[_^i e^dX[
C_bdeVN[Αc gXdWRbNgN[ X^  Ͷ 3 dWS^ dgS^diΝ
TXfSΝiSNbΝ_[R =_cŝ EN]_cΝ;_bdN gNc ^N]SR
T_bSXV^ ]X^XcdSb _T dWS ^Sg[i T_b]SR
V_fSb^]S^d X^ A_fS]PSb  Ͷ 4ed _^[i N
]_^dW [NdSb <^R_^ScXN^ db__`c N]NccSR
Nb_e^R dWS QN`XdN[ QXdi 6X[X N^R Nc EN]_cΝ
;_bdNΑc `[N^S d_eQWSR R_g^ X^ C_bdeVN[ WS
gNc d_[R dWNd <^R_^ScXN WNR dNZS^ Q_^db_[ _T
WXc Q_e^dbiͶ <^ dWS iSNbc T_[[_gX^V dWS
X^fNcX_^ _^SΝdWXbR _T dWS `_`e[NdX_^ gNc d_
[_cS dWSXb [XfSc d_ ]NccNQbSc cdNbfNdX_^
S`XRS]XQc N^R dSbb_bͶ GWb_eVW_ed dWS ^Shd dg_
RSQNRSc EN]_cΝ;_bdN dbNfS[SR dWS V[_PS
c`SNZX^V _ed NVNX^cd NPecSc N^R X^   WS
`ed T_bdW N `SNQS `[N^ dWNd QN[[SR T_b N `WNcSR
gXdWRbNgN[ _T <^R_^ScXN^ db__`c Qe[]X^NdX^V
X^ N bSTSbS^Re] X^ gWXQW dWS `S_`[S _T 7Ncd
GX]_b
g_e[R
f_dS
T_b
X^RS`S^RS^QS
X^dSVbNdX_^ X^d_ <^R_^ScXN _b TbSS Ncc_QXNdX_^
gXdW C_bdeVN[Ͷ JWS^ dWS FS`dS]PSb  f_dS
cW_gSR dWNd SXVWdi `SbQS^d _T GX]_bScS WNR
f_dSR T_b X^RS`S^RS^QS <^R_^ScXN^ Nb]SR
T_bQSc N^R dWSXb ]X[XdXN N[[XSc gS^d _^ N
bN]`NVSͶ GWSi ]NccNQbSR We^RbSRc Peb^SR d_
dWS Vb_e^R cSfS^di `SbQS^d _T dWS cdN^RX^V
cdbeQdebSc X^ dWS Q_e^dbi cSd TXbS d_ Qb_`c
ZX[[SR dW_ecN^Rc _T TNb] N^X]N[c N^R
RScdb_iSR ]NY_b cSgSb cicdS]c N^R S[SQdbXQ
[X^ScͶ ;e^RbSRc _T dW_ecN^Rc gSbS T_bQSR X^d_
ShX[S Nd Ve^`_X^dͶ EN]_cΝ;_bdN [SR dWS
X^dSb^NdX_^N[ QWNbVS NVNX^cd dWS c[NeVWdSb N^R
PSQNecS _T WXc N``SN[c dWS H^XdSR ANdX_^c
cS^d X^ db__`c d_ cd_` dWS fX_[S^QSͶ <^   WS
gNc N Q_ΝbSQX`XS^d _T dWS A_PS[ CSNQS CbXkSͶ
?NdSb X^ 6SQS]PSb  NTdSb
 iSNbc X^
ShX[S =_cŝ EN]_cΝ;_bdN TX^N[[i gS^d W_]S
NVNX^ d_ N TbSS N^R X^RS`S^RS^d 7Ncd GX]_bͶ <^
@Ni  EN]_cΝ;_bdN PSVN^ cSbfX^V Nc
`bScXRS^d _T 7Ncd GX]_b WNfX^V `bSfX_ec[i
cSbfSR X^ _dWSb X]`_bdN^d V_fSb^]S^d
`_cXdX_^cͶ<^ FS`dS]PSb  EN]_cΝ;_bdN
cebfXfSR N^ NccNccX^NdX_^ NddS]`d dWNd [STd WX]
QbXdXQN[[i X^YebSRͶ  ;S Te[[i bSQ_fSbSR N^R
cSbfSR Nc CbScXRS^d _T 7Ncd GX]_b e^dX[  Ͷ
5ebbS^d[i EN]_cΝ;_bdN cSbfSc Nc WSNR _T dWS
H^XdSR ANdX_^c <^dSVbNdSR CSNQSPeX[RX^V _TTXQSX^
9eX^SNΝ4XccNeͶ

José Ramos-Horta ©Eddie Adams

JOSÉ RAMOS-HORTA

“... COURAGE IS REQUIRED TO BE HUMBLE, TO ADMIT YOUR MISTAKES, YOUR SINS, TO BE HONEST. MORE COURAGE IS REQUIRED
TO FORGIVE THAN IS REQUIRED TO TAKE UP ARMS.”
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INTERVIEW TAKEN FROM KERRY KENNEDY’S BOOK
SPEAK TRUTH TO POWER, 2000

I was born into a mixed family, with a Portuguese father who had
opposed the Salazar fascist regime in Portugal, and therefore was
exiled to East Timor in the thirties, and a mother from East Timor. We
grew up in remote a village without electricity, running water, roads,
or cars. Tetum, the main native language, was spoken in our home.
I only learned Portuguese at the Catholic Mission school. We had
very little: I remember getting my first shoes when I was a teenager
and since I didn’t want to ruin the shoes, I saved them to wear at
Christmas. By the following Christmas they no longer fit me-—I was
so upset.
The Catholic Mission was also very poor. For almost ten years
we had corn for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. They’d throw it in a
drum, boil it, and then put it on your plate. It was old and hard and
I have a tooth ruined because of that corn. We’d have meat maybe,
oh, once a month. And the Catholic school was very conservative.
You had to pray fifty times a day, and confess constantly because
the priest used to tell us that even if you were young you could die
at any moment, and if you died with sin, you’d go straight to hell.
So I thought that if I prayed two acts of contrition instead of one
then that would double my protection—even as a kid I was already
covering all my bases!
I wanted to be a journalist. In my late teens I began working as a
reporter in Dili, the capital, for a local newspaper, The Voice of Timor. I
managed to get an extra job in radio presenting news, and a part-time
job on Portuguese television, where I started to shoot news stories for
them, and, afterwards, wrote the news myself. In the process, I became
very pro-independence, very critical of the Portuguese colonial rule.
(No offense to the Portuguese today who have done an outstanding
job for East Timor. But the colonial Portuguese pre-1975 were so
incompetent and lazy and did nothing to really develop the country.)
When I was only twenty I started working at the tourist information
department, and made some outrageous remarks while having drinks
with two guys, one from the U.S. The next day I was called in by the
Portuguese political security police, the famous PIDE, notorious in
Portugal and Africa for using torture against civilians. They repeated
everything that I had said about them. I was impressed. Two days
later I was again interrogated, for hours, lost my job, and left for
Mozambique for two years. They did not torture me—just interrogated
me and I left. I don’t want to pretend that I was a hero. If I were not
drunk, I would not have said what I said. That was my defense, also.
To which they said, “It doesn’t matter. You thought it. You actually
believe it.”
In 1974 I founded the first social democratic party in this country,
which, within weeks, became the most popular, practically a
revolutionary front for an independent East Timor. Some Marxist
students who had just returned from Portugal joined and took
control. That is where it got its reputation as a Marxist-Communist
organization. But it was never a Marxist group. It just had a lot of
rhetoric in speeches. We used to call each other “Comrade,” do
stupid things, like salute with the clenched fist (why not just wave?).

And then in 1975 came a civil war. The Portuguese left, and
the city was like a ghost town. FRETILIN (Revolutionary Front for
an Independent East Timor) was in control. Not one single house
had been destroyed. Not one single thing was damaged. The
Portuguese bank was intact. Even the cars that belonged to the
Portuguese government were untouched. The Mercedes of the
governor was not touched. There was respect, but the town was
deserted. Thousands had fled. The war had ended. I did not see it
because I was in Australia during the brief period of the civil war
which lasted about two weeks. But when I came back I saw the
consequences of the war, brief but vicious and stupid.
Then came the invasion on December 7, 1975. In November 1975
I was made foreign minister and on December 4, I was sent out
of the country. A light aircraft came to take me to Australia, and
then on to Europe and the U.S. I arrived in New York two days after
the invasion, which took place on December 7 when I was mid-air
between Asia and Europe. Two days later I was on my way to New
York to plead the case of East Timor at the United Nations.
I arrived in New York in the midst of the North American
winter. I had never been to a major city in my life and had never
seen snow. My task as the newly appointed minister of foreign
affairs of East Timor was to plead our case before the UN. I was
lucky to have been helped by the newly independent nation of
Mozambique. They set up appointments for me and introduced me
to the members of the Security Council. At the age of twenty-five
I was probably the youngest foreign minister ever, certainly the
youngest ever to address the Security Council. Along with the first
two factors, is the reality that I was the least experienced and most
naive. So when I say I was the youngest it was not necessarily
as a tribute but a defense. And though Indonesia was a powerful
regional leader, courted by the U.S. in the post-Vietnam, antiCommunist, Cold War world, we managed a stunning unanimous
decision in the Security Council. But that was also my first lesson in
international hypocrisy. The same countries that voted to condemn
the invasion and demand that Indonesia withdraw, were the same
ones selling weapons to Indonesia, enabling Indonesia to pursue
the war in East Timor for the next twenty-three years.
The only country that gave us money at that time was
Mozambique. By 1981 they were broke, so Angola, which had a
bit more money, although at war, supported me with sometimes
five hundred dollars a month, or one thousand dollars a month.
That was how I survived. I lived mostly in run-down sublets of
friends or of people I knew. Occasionally I would do translations
for a friend of mine who worked with a church, translating funding
requests from Portuguese, French, and Spanish, at ten dollars a
page. And if I double-spaced them, she didn’t mind. Later I had a
full-time job for the Mozambique government in Washington as an
advisor on American politics, media, and congressional relations.
In 1988, I went to Oxford as a senior fellow. After that I moved to
Australia. The late seventies were the darkest years in East Timor’s
history: 200,000 people died because of weapons sold by the
Americans. My own sister Maria was killed by a plane delivered to
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Indonesia two weeks before by the Carter administration. Those
planes caused huge devastation in East Timor—my two brothers
were also among the thousands killed. By the end of 1976–77, the
Indonesian army was at a standstill. Because they never had a
truly professional, disciplined army, they never expected such a
huge resistance. They took thousands of casualties. If the U.S. had
not intervened massively the Indonesian army probably would
have been defeated militarily by the Timorese resistance force.
So the Carter policy made a difference with a massive injection
of weapons to Indonesia that changed the balance of power and
prolonged the war for twenty years.
I’m not sure of what kept me going in those dark decades. Some
people fight because they believe in world revolution. But I am not
an ideological person and I don’t believe in world Marxism. Nor am
I a fundamentalist Catholic who believes in the dominance of the
faith. Instead I thought of the spirits of those in East Timor, telling
me to fight on. I was totally isolated in the U.S. and could have
gone and taken a job, like so many exiles do, defected and gotten
on with my life. Instead I worked on the cause of East Timor as a
full-time job, twenty-four hours a day almost. I had no money but
I would get in the bus and go anywhere in the U.S. to talk. I got an
invitation to go to Milwaukee—I went and spoke there. A friend of
mine had the brilliant idea that I should speak in Birmingham—so
I took the bus there and found an audience of twelve Eritreans
listening to me. One day I went all the way to Chicago because
a very kind activist managed to get my name included in a big
conference in a fancy hotel. Sharing the talk with me was a
university professor with a very loud voice, Roger Clark of Rutgers
University. There were all old ladies in the audience, most of them
half-asleep. I was so polite I didn’t want to wake them, so I talked
softly. When it was the professor’s turn, I wondered whether the
ladies would have a heart attack. He definitely woke them up.
On November 12, 1991, five thousand young people went
from a church to a cemetery to pay tribute to a young Timorese
student who died two weeks earlier, shot inside the church by the
Indonesian army. It was a very peaceful procession. Suddenly
Indonesian special troops arrived with machine guns and started
shooting at the people. At least five hundred died that particular
day. Many were killed in hospitals by Indonesian doctors in
collaboration with the army: poisoned with toxic pills, their
skulls crushed with rocks. We had witnesses. Two of them (both
paramedics) survived and escaped. One of them took samples of
the pill given to people. Those pills were tested by forensic experts
in London and found to be a highly toxic substance usually mixed
with water to clean toilets. There were soon many more massacres.
The difference between this one and the others is that an incredibly
courageous British cameraman was there and filmed the whole
massacre. As the Indonesians kept firing, he kept filming and when

they stopped, he took out the tape and buried it in the cemetery.
They took away some of the pictures he had left, and that night he
climbed back into the cemetery to recover the film and smuggle
it out of the country. He was lucky he was a foreigner and the
Indonesian army was careful not to harm him. But after this, things
began to change greatly.
In December 1996 Bishop Belo and myself received the Nobel
Peace Prize, which gave me easy access to international media
and world government leaders. As you can understand, Indonesia
was not too terribly pleased. I then became the target of a vicious
campaign of innuendoes and physical threats—even death threats.
The citation was for more than twenty years of work, and
for a peace plan which was based on a step-by-step resolution,
strikingly similar to the Israeli-Palestinian Oslo peace accord which
came out later. If the Indonesians had accepted it, war would
have ended without further destruction and killings. Indonesia
would still be here in an honorable way and East Timor would be
enjoying a period of autonomy within Indonesia. A referendum
would have been held at the end of twelve years from the day of
signing. The problem is I was dealing with a dictatorship that does
not understand that dialogue, concessions, and flexibility allow all
sides to win. The military only understands the “we win” concept.
In spite of the relentless campaign of intimidation and bribery
that went on for months, well over 90 percent of East Timor
voted for independence. And according to internal UN sources an
additional 6 percent of the votes were stolen through fraudulent
ballot counting. Then came the violence. It was orchestrated. It was
planned in minute detail over many months. Almost every town
in East Timor was destroyed, almost every house. Not only of the
rich, or the better off, but humble homes of the peasants, homes
made of grass and thatch, all burned down. In one of the most
unprecedented phenomena in modern history at least one-third of
the population of the country was abducted at gunpoint and taken
to another country via transport ship. My oldest sister (whom I had
not seen in almost thirty years) was taken in a warship to Indonesia
with her children. There are still over a hundred thousand of our
citizens in West Timor camps. The repression was organized by an
army with infrastructure, with money, with power. Two-thirds of
the militias were from Indonesia (not East Timorese). This kind of
violence was done by people alien to this society. Timorese who
were part of the militias have surrendered saying they were given
alcohol and totally possessed. There were hundreds of Indonesian
police disguised as militia in the midst of shootings. But later they
removed the disguises, and the army operated in uniform. My
nieces who live on the south coast said there were never any militia
there; instead it was the army burning things, because there were
no journalists there—why bother hiding?
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Meanwhile, during this bloodbath, I tell you, I was so sad, so
alone. I had to handle hundreds of phone calls every day. I went to
Washington and met with senators Patrick Leahy, and Tom Harkin,
and people in the State Department like Thomas Pickering. I spoke
at the National Press Club, and appeared on program after program
for NBC, ABC, Night Line, and CNN—who were fantastic; I was on
CNN constantly.
Hundreds of thousands of people made phone calls and sent
Internet messages. And the tide began to change. At one point I
thought if I didn’t get the peacekeepers into East Timor, I would
have failed. And I did not know what I would do with the rest of
my life. I felt I betrayed the people, who trusted me, and because
they trusted me, they took risks. I was constantly on the phone
with people underground. Even in the worst times their phone
was still working. I was on the phone to a Catholic priest, a great
Jesuit priest. As the shooting was taking place he was under cover
inside the house. I could hear on the phone cars driving by, killing,
shooting. And he said, “I don’t know if I will be alive a half hour
from now.” I tried to get the UN people to rescue him but even
they did not feel safe. My own sister suddenly disappeared. But
fortunately she and her family were next door to the UN and they
managed just to jump the fence and enter the UN compound. I was
in New Zealand attending the APEC summit when I heard President
Clinton live from Washington say that Indonesia must invite the
international community to intervene. And two days later the
Indonesians did. Two days after that, I finally met President Clinton.
Now meeting the most powerful man in the world was incredibly
reassuring to all Timorese, because once the president of the U.S.
makes a decision, it’s done. And Clinton was so personable, so
charming, you feel totally at ease—and he asked pointed, informed
questions. Much more intelligent than most journalists ask. That
evening I phoned Xanana, the Resistance leader under house arrest
in Jakarta, saying I had met with the president of the U.S. and was
confident the peacekeeping forces would arrive soon—and so they
did.
This turn of events was totally unprecedented for Indonesia.
They were so used to crushing every opposition voice, peaceful
demonstration, every dissident, to seeing their army as invincible—
yet for the first time in history they were defeated. Scholars claimed
they had never lost a battle though they failed to explain that
the battles were against civilians. It showed the power of public
opinion. Because it was the people who went to the phones, to the
Internet, to the fax machines, sending a barrage of messages into
Bill Clinton’s office, to the U.S. State Department, to Tony Blair and
Robin Cook in London, and to the French that made peace happen.
In Australia tens of thousands were demonstrating. In Portugal
over a million people demonstrated. And that made Clinton lead
a charge to rescue the people of East Timor, and also showed that
when the U.S. wants to use its power effectively for good, it can
prevail. I am prepared to forgive the U.S. all sins of the past after
this courageous leadership by Clinton.

Now you say this victory took courage, but I think more courage
is required to be humble, to admit your mistakes, your sins, to be
honest. More courage is required to forgive than is required to take
up arms. Which means that I am not the most courageous person in
the world. Because after all, courage is easier said than done.
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RECONCILIATION
JOSÉ RAMOS-HORTA

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS:
• Article 5: No One Shall be Subjected to

Torture.
• Article 7: All People are Equal before the

Law.
• Article 9: One Shall be Subjected to

Arbitrary Arrest, Detention or Exile.
GUIDING QUESTIONS:
• Why do cultures come into conflict?
• How do people, places, ideas, and events

influence later generations?
• How is conflict resolved (if at all)?
• How do perceptions and perspectives

influence conflict and compromise?
• What makes compromise effective?
• When is conflict justified or necessary?
• How does the construction of geopolitical

boundaries affect political, economic, and
social interactions?
TIME REQUIREMENT:

160 minutes
OBJECTIVES:

After this lesson, students will be able to:
• Understand the historical nature of the
crisis in East Timor.
• Explain what steps have been taken
toward reconciliation in East Timor and
assess the effectiveness of these steps.
• Evaluate whether the conflict in East Timor
constitutes genocide.
• Create a proposal for reconciliation in an
existing conflict.

LESSON GRADE LEVEL: 9–12
HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES: INDEPENDENCE; QUALITY OF LIFE;
JUSTICE/INJUSTICE; GENOCIDE; NATIONAL IDENTITY

VOCABULARY:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.1
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.2
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.6
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.9
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.11-12.6
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.11-12.7

president: Open to sunrise talks, concerns
over floating LNG.” Retrieved from http://
www.laohamutuk.org/Oil/Sunrise/2011/
JRHSunriseDJ27May2011.pdf
TEACHER TIPS:
• A significant part of the activities will

address the nature of the conflict in East
Timor; in doing so, the questions of which
human rights were denied and whether
the conflict constitutes a genocide are
central to the discussion. The United
Nations’ website on human rights
(http://www.un.org/en/rights/) and the
Declaration of Human Rights should be
consulted prior to beginning the lessons.

CONCEPTS:
•
•
•
•

Genocide
Peace
Human rights
Post-colonialism

TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED:
• Computer
• Internet access
• Chart paper

MATERIALS:
• Nevins, J. (2005). A not-so-distant horror:

•

•

•

COMMON CORE LEARNING
STANDARDS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Wong, Chun Han (May 27, 2011). “East Timor

Reconciliation
Conflict
Compromise
Autonomy/”special autonomy”
Amnesty
Repression
Direct, structural, and cultural violence
Discrimination
Stereotype
Empathy

•

•

•

Mass violence in East Timor. Ithaca (NY):
Cornell University Press.
Ramos-Horta, J. (1986): Funu: Theunfinished
saga of East Timor. Lawrenceville,NJ: Red Sea
Press.
Robinson, G. (2010). “If you leave us here,we
will die”: How genocide was stopped
in East Timor. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press.
Interview with Jose Ramos-Horta
from Speak Truth To Power www.
RFKHumanRights.org / Click on Speak Truth
to Power / Click on “Defenders” tab
Jose Ramos-Horta 1996 Nobel Peace Prize
acceptance speech
Wdd`cώώgggͶ^_PS[`bXkSͶ_bVώ^_PS[ϑ`bXkScώ
`SNQSώ[NebSNdScώ ώbN]_cΝW_bdNΝ
[SQdebSͶWd][
East Timor graphic organizer https://docs.
google.com/drawings/d/1bvMCkGK7rFK
hHux8MQakIL0tGz9Ffap-Mxephu52bcU/
edit?hl=en_US
“Timor-Leste’s fresh start” (May 11, 2007). The
Economist. Retrieved from
Wdd`ώώgggͶSQ_^_]XcdͶQ_]ώ^_RSώ 
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

ANTICIPATORY SET:
• Student reflection in journal: Think about an incident when you

were wronged (individually or collectively) and address the
following questions:
{{What did it take for you to be able to forgive the individual(s)
who wronged you?
{{If you have not forgiven them, what factors can explain why not?
• Use and describe a concrete example (you can change the names if
you like) in your response.
• Students are divided into 6 groups of 4 or 5 students each. Each
group will be assigned a secondary source that addresses one of
six topics:
{{The legacy of Portuguese rule in East Timor;
{{Indonesia’s 1975 invasion of East Timor and the
accompanying terrorizing of the East Timorese;
{{The Santa Cruz cemetery attack of November 1991;
{{Foreign support for Indonesia’s actions during the 1970s and
1980s, including support from the United States;
{{The role of the United Nations in publicizing the events in
East Timor from 1975 to 1999;
{{Violence and intimidation by the TNI and paramilitary militias
leading up to the referendum on independence in 1999.
Homework: Read the secondary source that addresses your
presentation topic:
• Robinson, Chapter 2, pp. 22-29
• Robinson, Chapter 3, pp. 41-49
• Nevins, Chapter 2, pp. 32-35
• Chomsky, Introduction to Ramos-Horta
• Nevins, Chapter 3, pp. 69-74
• Nevins, Chapter 4, pp. 82-94
Each group will prepare a five-minute presentation that demonstrates
how its assigned topic contributes to the evolving crisis in East
Timor. Within the presentation, each group will provide a visual that
demonstrates the nature of the crisis; the visual can be an artifact, a
photograph, or a student-created product (poster, PowerPoint) that
illustrates the nature of the crisis. Students should list their references.
ACTIVITY 1:
• Each group of students will present its assigned topic on East Timor

from 1975 to 1999.
• Create a graphic organizer for the entire class to identify the

elements of crisis in East Timor from 1975 to 1999.
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1bvMCkGK7rFKhHux8MQa
kIL0tGz9Ffap-Mxephu52bcU/edit?hl=en_US
Homework: Write a one-page reflection where you “vote” in the 1999
referendum for either independence or a continued relationship with
Indonesia. In your response be sure to consider the pros and cons of
your position.
ACTIVITY 2:
• Students will peer-share their responses to homework assignment

in small groups, and each group will present a lesson learned or a
continuing question as a result of the collaboration.
• Students will read selections from Nevins, Chapter 5, pp. 98-104,
that assembles individual experiences in the paramilitary attacks
of 1999 after the election.

• Students will re-evaluate and/or re-write their reflections based on

new evidence.
ACTIVITY 3:
• Students will discuss their journal response from the anticipatory

set in small groups to illustrate examples of reconciliation.
• Students will read the Speak Truth To Power interview of José

Ramos-Horta and his Nobel Prize acceptance speech to determine
his strategies of resistance [www.rfkhumanrights.org] to
Indonesian oppression and strategies of reconciliation while
serving as foreign minister, then president of East Timor.
[www.nobelprize.org]
• Discussion questions:
{{What strategies did José Ramos-Horta employ to resist the
developing crisis in East Timor?
{{In what ways did Ramos-Horta attempt, as a resistance
leader and as a politician, to “move beyond” the crisis?
• Students will write a journal entry on how the lessons of RamosHorta’s reconciliation experience applies to their own reconciliation
experience.
Homework: Read two periodical articles that illustrate the state of
affairs in contemporary East Timor (in resource section, see
http://www.economist.com/node/9171315 and Chun Han Wong
http://www.laohamutuk.org/Oil/Sunrise/2011/
JRHSunriseDJ27May2011.pdf). Using several of the themes for
social studies, identify at least one political, economic, and social
characteristic of contemporary East Timor.
• Discussion question for the beginning of the following class: To
what extent did independence address the problems that existed
historically in East Timor?
CULMINATING ACTIVITY:
• Students will write an in-class essay that responds to the following

prompt:
Ariel Dorfman, speaking about the events of September 11, 2001,
stated that it “can lead to renewal or destruction, it can be used
for good or for evil, for peace or for war, for aggression or for
reconciliation, for vengeance or for justice, for the militarization
of a society or its humanization.” In order for justice, peace,
reconciliation, and humanization to be the outcomes, Americans
and others traumatized by the attacks will first have to “admit
that their suffering is neither unique nor exclusive, that they are
connected, as long as they are willing to look at themselves in
the vast mirror of our common humanity, with so many other
human beings who, in apparently faraway zones, have suffered
similar situations or unanticipated and often protracted injury
and fury” (Dorfman, “The Last September 11,” p. 3-4).
• Using this quote as your guide, (a) explain the nature of the “crisis”

in East Timor from 1975 to 2011, providing concrete examples
from the week’s discussion and reading, (b) describe the ways in
which Ramos-Horta responded to the crisis, and (c) evaluate the
effectiveness of his response.
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BECOME A DEFENDER
PREPARATION:

Students will be introduced to the civic action component of
the lesson. Students will research three episodes in world
history, including the Holocaust, the events in East Timor, and a
contemporary event, such as the crisis in Darfur (students will be able
to select from a list of existing conflicts). The research will focus on
three questions:
• To what extent do these events meet the definition of the term
genocide?
• Using the examples of the first two conflicts, what would be
necessary for reconciliation to be achieved in the third (and
contemporary) conflict?
• What actions can you take to help achieve reconciliation in this
third conflict? Students will write a short research paper that
answers these questions.
ACTION:

At the completion of this part of the project, students will choose from
two options for civic action:
• Students can choose to implement the plan described in the final
part of the research paper to help achieve reconciliation in the
contemporary conflict; or,
• Students can lead a teach-in with another class or at an afterschool club activity, such as Amnesty International, to demonstrate
connections among the three conflicts and discuss what students
can do to help achieve reconciliation in the contemporary conflict.

REFLECTION:

At the completion of the project, students will prepare a 2- to 3minute monologue, in which they will reflect on their “takeaway”
experiences from the project, as well as their continuing questions.
These monologues will be videotaped and posted to the school
website; in addition, this video will be played in the room during
parent-teacher conferences.
• Examine how the colonial legacy of East Timor compares and

contrasts to the postcolonial experience in South Asia, Central
Africa, or East Africa.
• Read Chapter 1 of Tzvetan Todorov’s The Conquest of America,
in which he introduces the notion of “the other” in terms of
how Europeans interpreted Native Americans during the first
interactions of the 1490s. To what extent did the Indonesian
government perceive the East Timorese as “the other,” and how did
this perception influence its actions in East Timor?
• Compare and contrast the reconciliation experiences in postapartheid South Africa and East Timor. For this exercise, use the
Speak Truth To Power lesson on Archbishop Desmond Tutu. What
factors can account for the differences in achieving a permanent
resolution that satisfies all parties in the two locations?

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES:
• To bring it to the local level, ask students to consider what conflicts

and crises are happening in their neighborhoods and community?
For example, they might focus on something like gang violence or
even bullying. Students could then connect with a feeder school
and lead activities that help younger students learn strategies of
conflict resolution. They can do trust-building and problem-solving
activities with the younger students as well.
• Students can meet with their peer jury or start a peer jury at their
schools using their ideas for reconciliation and conflict resolution.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Nobel Prize website:
http://nobelprize.org/
Hosts and discusses all the defenders speeches, videos and their
biographies.
The Community website:
http://thecommunity.com/
The Community is an online network dedicated to fresh, relevant
information and media from unusual sources, including the winners
of the Nobel Peace Prize and some of the world’s leading artists.
The site includes a complete biography of Ramos-Horta and his
accolades to date.
The Diplomat: José Ramos-Horta and East Timor’s
Fight for Independence:
(2000) DVD, 58 minutes
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